PRODUCT SUPPORT BULLETIN
BULLETIN NO. 331

DATE: July 25, 2001

MACHINE: Model C Spike Driver

SERIAL NUMBER(S): All

SUBJECT: Longer Spike Gun Lock Pin – p/n 54264452

The Spike Gun Lock Pin has been lengthened to allow a retaining pin to be inserted into the Lock Pin. The retaining pin will keep the Driving Gun Assembly in position while the lower Workhead Plate is removed for repair. This pin is directly interchangeable with the original, shorter pin, part number 54264350.

This longer Lock Pin is part number 54264452. The Retaining Pin is part number 53571506.

The Lock Pin "Handle", part number 3385053 is available separately or it may be reused from the shorter pin.

All Model C Spike Drivers built after August, 2001 will be equipped with this pin as standard equipment.

Please contact your NORDCO Representative or the NORDCO Parts Department for pricing and availability.